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Abstract

Resource scheduling of construction proposals allows project managers to assess resource require-
ments, provide costs and analyse potential delays. The Manufacturing, transportation and Assem-
bly (MtA) sectors of precast construction projects are strongly linked, but considered separately
during the scheduling phase. However, it is important to evaluate the cost and time impacts of
consequential decisions from manufacturing up to assembly. In this paper, a multi-objective Ge-
netic Algorithm-based (GA-based) searching technique is proposed to solve unified MtA resource
scheduling problems (which are equivalent to extended Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problems).
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that a GA-based optimisation approach
is applied to a holistic MtA problem with the aim of minimising time and cost while maximising
safety. The model is evaluated and compared to other exact and non-exact models using instances
from the literature and scenarios inspired from real precast constructions.
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1. Introduction

Prefabrication has been around for many decades, even centuries in the US and many Eu-
ropean countries. However, its concept and construction practices are evolving. The Renaissance
architecture and master builder Andrea Palladio standardised and prefabricated columns and stairs
because of the growing demand for palaces and villas of the same style [1]. Prefabrication was5
then used in Europe for replacing houses that were destroyed in World War I. After World War II,
there was a need for rapid and low-cost prefabricated housing for military personnel in the US [2].
Thus, there has been a continual need for prefabrication around the world for centuries, but the
need is ever changing with the time and new technologies.

Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA) is a simultaneous design and engineer-10
ing approach where construction components are manufactured and (sub-)assembled in a factory or
warehouse, before being delivered to a construction site for installation. DfMA makes use of pre-
fabrication techniques in order to utilise construction schedule, cost, workforce, safety and quality.
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When optimising prefabrication, it is crucial how a project is divided into smaller parts such as a
manufacturing line or an assembly line. By then combining smaller parts, larger elements can be15
incorporated into the building system. Haas [3] identified the driving factors being cost and sched-
ule for adopting prefabrication in industrial projects as the most critical factors (see FIGURE 1a).
The results also show that DfMA techniques have a significant positive impact on safety, quality
and efficiency at every stage of the project. The time and cost savings due to prefabrication is
reported as 66% and 65% in American projects as shown in FIGUREs 1b and 1c.20

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 1 : (a) Comparison between the Driving Factors for Prefabrication [3], (b) Level of Decrease in Project
Schedule and (c) in Project Budget due to Prefabrication in the US [4]

DfMA might not always be a better choice than conventional construction, i.e., transport-
ing structural materials to the building site and assembling on-site [5]. For instance, considerable
cost overruns and project management issues have been associated with prefabrication from man-
ufacturing up to assembly. The decision on whether prefabricating components of a building or25
even an entire building is often based on subjective judgement rather than a thorough analysis of
consequential decisions in the MtA sectors [6, 7].

Scheduling in a precast construction project is a temporary execution plan of a DfMA pro-
posal. A project schedule reports on the time and order, in which tasks need to take place, and their
allocated resources. It reflects required costs and resources to deliver the project; it can provide30
delay analysis to avoid exceeding the scope of the project or budgetary constraints. The sched-
ule might highlight potential problems before they arise. Resource scheduling is an assignment
problem and describes in detail when to accomplish tasks and how to utilise resources assuring the
project’s objectives. Scheduling requires selecting resource types (such as machineries, cranes, and
workforce), determining the required number of each resource, and allocating them to simultane-35
ously executed jobs (e.g., manufacturing a number of different components) over time to maximise
productivity subject to the constraints (e.g., limited number of workforce, early start dates, late fin-
ish date). A sufficient number and type of resources is crucial for managing demand fluctuation,
procurement processes and machine failures. Each sector can process a limited number of tasks at
a time; each resource can execute at most one task at a time. Resource scheduling affects and is40
affected by the manufacturing factory, transportation options and the construction site.

Nowadays, resource scheduling of a DfMA plan is not performed comprehensively: On
the one hand, the available decision-making support tools do not cover the combined performance
attributes of MtA sectors while evaluating prefabricated construction methods. On the other hand,
they do not consider an optimal schedule for the combined MtA sectors before comparing conven-45
tional construction plan to prefabricated construction one. It is therefore essential to implement a
decision support tool which considers all three MtA sectors as a unified system and acknowledges
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multiple objectives of the construction project. Hence, this paper proposes a Genetic Algorithm-
based (GA-based) technique for solving a unified MtA construction system. The contributions
are:50

• The prefabrication scheduling problem has been considered as a holistic/unified MtA
problem which needs to be solved.

• Due to the complexity of this unified MtA construction scheduling problem (which is
equivalent to a complex extended Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem), a GA-based
optimisation algorithm is applied for the first time. This non-exact model will return a55
good sub-optimal result in less time than exact methods.

• The presented GA-based technique is multi-objective with one dominant objective func-
tion.

To evaluate the quality of the proposed GA for solving flexible job shop problems, the model is
compared with other exact and non-exact models using instances from the literature and scenarios60
inspired by real data from precast construction projects.

Section 2 provides a summary of the available prefabrication decision-making tools and
construction scheduling models and identifies the issues of excising algorithms. The detailed de-
scription of the problem in the prefabricated construction, input/output decision variables, resource
constrains, the optimisation objectives and the framework for resource scheduling a unified MtA65
system are described in Section 3. This leads to defining the MtA system in terms of a Resource-
constrained Extended Flexible Job Shop Scheduling (REFJSS) problem with the aim of minimising
the total completion time and cost. These types of problems are NP-complete problems and com-
putationally demanding to solve [8]. Section 4 presents the MILP formulation for the REFJSS
and the assumptions. Evolutionary algorithms such as the GA are suitable in finding a solution70
that is close to the optimal and satisfies the constraints of complex problems. In order to solve
the REFJSS problem, a GA-based approach is presented in Section 5, along with a custom tool
developed in C# that allows evaluating different prefabrication scenarios. The numerical results
of the presented algorithm for different instances from real world scenarios and the literature are
presented in Section 6. The general conclusions and future work are summarised in Section 7.75

2. Background

Having presented the practical advantages of developing a decision support tool and op-
timising the schedule for a unified MtA system, Section 2.1 summarises the available decision-
making tools for choosing a construction method. In Section 2.2, an overview of the current
construction scheduling models is provided.80

2.1. Decision-making Tools for Construction Techniques
With regards to construction prefabrication, Murtaza et al. [9] developed the MOdulariz De-

cision EXpert (MODEX) system to help judging the feasibility and financial benefits of modular
prefabrication for a power plant project. MODEX is based on a hybrid expert system, combining
an Expert Decision System and a Decision Support System. It follows decision rules set by experts85
in its feasibility analysis and reports the cost of different degrees of prefabrication in the financial
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analysis. In the feasibility analysis, MODEX asks a user a series of qualitative questions regard-
ing different factors that influence the prefabrication process. It then computes the total weighted
feasibility value, applying preset relative weights, and compares this feasibility score to a pre-set
threshold before making a recommendation. In the financial stage of the analysis, MODEX asks90
for the estimated project cost and schedule, and uses an analytical method to evaluate the cost
and time savings associated with different levels of prefabrication. MODEX’s recommendation
making process is not transparent, however, and it is not clear how the total cost is distributed. In
addition, MODEX’s decision rules needs to be kept updated as relevant expertise evolves.

Murtaza and Fisher [10] developed a further model, called Neuromodex, for construction95
method decision-making processes. Neuromodex is based on a neural network system and uses
different decision factors relating to a specific project (e.g. location, labor and environmental) as
input values, forms a pattern, and then relate this input pattern with one of the output patterns
(conventional, semi-prefabrication or prefabrication). In order to recognize the input patterns and
produce rational and effective decisions, the neural network needs to be trained based on past mod-100
ularization decisions. Neuromodex uses MODEX for this training process, with the assumption
that past principles using prefabrication were correct.

Song et al. [5] also presented a decision-making framework and a computerized tool to val-
idate the applicability of prefabrication methods in industrial projects. Their decision framework
has three levels (strategic level 1, strategic 2 and tactical level). The first two levels are considered105
to evaluate the feasibility of Prefabrication, Preassembly, Modularization and Off-site Fabrication
(PPMOF) based on primary drivers and impediments (such as schedule, site attributes, availability
of local labour and suppliers). The third level is designed to determine the cost benefits and the
practicality of PPMOF. This tool provides a tactical analysis of the alternatives, and the weight
given to each set is subjective.110

Regarding prefabrication, the Interactive Method for Measuring PRE-assembly and Stan-
dardisation (IMMPREST) toolkit was developed by Loughborough University (UK) to compare
the traditional construction with the prefabricated construction [6]. This decision-making tool in
fact consists of three parts (A, B and C). Part ’A’ is designed to make the toolkit user friendly; part
’B’ is focused on project goals and constraints in order to guide a strategic argument on prefabri-115
cation; and tool ’C’ is considered to evaluate the relevant factors for prefabrication in more depth.
Although IMMPREST contains an inclusive comparison between traditional and prefabrication
methods, the major challenge is not having sufficient information available at the start of a project
to use the toolkit.

Soetanto et al. [11] implemented a framework for selecting the structural frame of build-120
ings. This framework requires the project members to determine evaluate seven criteria in relation
to client and project objectives (e.g. physical form and space, construction process, long-term sus-
tainability). The performance of various structural frame options in respect to the defined criteria
needs to be stated, regardless of their importance. This framework is used to calculate a Perfor-
mance Weighted Score (PWS) which presents the likelihood of achieving client objectives. Then,125
an overall PWS is stated for each structural frame option based on the seven criteria.

Luo [12] summarised a list of general prefabrication strategies, and developed a decision-
making tool based on dynamic programming analysis. He evaluated prefabrication strategies based
on the initial costs, schedule, quality and sustainability.

Chen et al. [13] developed a two-level Construction Method Selection Model (CMSM)130
to evaluate different construction methods under risk and uncertainty considerations. The Sim-
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ple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) is used at the strategic level for evaluating the
feasibility of prefabrication based on the judgment of experts. The Multi-Attribute Utility The-
ory (MAUT), which associate attitude to uncertainty and risk, is then used at the tactical level to
evaluate the appropriate level of prefabrication for the defined project according to the judgment of135
multi-decision makers. However, this decision support tool requires a lot of input from the decision
makers and preference values need to be precise.

2.2. Scheduling Models in Construction Applications
A schedule presents what work needs to be performed, which resources of the organization

will perform the work and the timeframes in which that work needs to be performed. This consists140
of a list of multiple entities called jobs that need to be scheduled. Each job has an order of tasks,
called operations, to go through and each operation takes a specific amount of time to finish using
a particular resource. An operation is called the execution of a task by a resource. Each job can
comprise of a single operation or a set of operations which must be done using shared resources.
The shared resources are usually machineries, cranes, and workforce. In resource scheduling, two145
distinct decisions have to be made: the assignment of operations to resources (e.g. machineries,
cranes, and workforce) while sharing resources, and the sequencing and timing of operations. Re-
source scheduling has been studied broadly because of its practical application in different fields
such as production line [14, 15], vehicle and crew scheduling in transit systems [16] and assembly
line [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Job shop scheduling, flow shop scheduling, and flexible job shop schedul-150
ing are popularly used to model the rules which govern the MtA sectors separately. The classical
Job Shop Scheduling (JSS) deals with sequencing operations of jobs on predefined resources with
the aim of minimising the makespan. The JSS problems are known as one of the hardest com-
binational optimisation problems since resource orderings can be different for each job. In the
Flow Shop Scheduling (FSS), the operation order on resources is the same for all jobs. For in-155
stance, a production-line for double-curved precast concrete panels is a job with eight operations
in the following order: mould assembly, embedded placing, reinforcement fixing, concrete casting,
cleaning/finishing, mould stripping, concrete curing and handling. The order of operations in this
production-line is the same (fixed) for all jobs (e.g. precasting concrete panels or walls). However,
the execution of each operation may require different resources in each job and certain resources160
may need to be shared between a number of operations in a factory. The processing time of an
operation also varies using different resources. The Flexible Job Shop Scheduling (FJSS) problem
is a modified version of the JSS problem where the fixed operation sequences can be processed
by alternative identical or non-identical resources in parallel and not by predefined resources. A
non-identical resource is the one which has the flexible capability to be set up to process more165
than one type of operation. The FJSS is to assign each operation to an identical or non-identical
resource out of set of resources capable of performing it (a routing problem), and to sequence the
job operations in order to obtain a feasible schedule which satisfies one or multiple objectives (a
scheduling problem). An extension of FJSS problems allows having a set of operations with arbi-
trary precedence relations [22] which is similar to real problems in the precast construction.170

The JSS and the FJSS are NP-complete problems [8, 23, 24], they are computationally
demanding to solve. The approaches for solving FJSS problems are classified into two main cat-
egories: a hierarchical approach and an integrated (concurrent) approach [25]. In the former,
operations are assigned to their respective resources first and after that the scheduling procedures
starts. Whereas in an integrated approach the assigning and scheduling processes are made concur-175
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rently. Integrated methods are more complex and difficult to solve but can produce better results.
There are two well-known classes of solution methodologies to tackle FJSS problems and fulfill
the scheduling requirements of the industrial projects: mathematical programming (e.g. Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP)) and hybrid meta-heuristics (e.g. evolutionary algorithms).

Different MILP models for solving the FJSS and its extension is explored in many stud-180
ies [26, 27, 28, 22]. A MILP can find the exact solution, however, they are computationally time
consuming. Evolutionary algorithms, first defined by Rosenberg [29], are optimisation methods
which search scenarios iteratively over time and uses different strategies or multiple searching
points to explore various solutions in order to find a non-exact optimal solution. Evolutionary
algorithms do not have knowledge of the specific problem; hence they investigate many possible185
solutions. One type of evolutionary algorithms is the Genetic Algorithm (GA) which is adopted in
this study. In general, a GA is composed of an initial population, genetic operations (e.g. crossover
and mutation), and an objective function [30, 31, 32]. GAs are briefly explained and crossover, mu-
tation and migration operators are discussed in Section 5. GAs allow combining different strategies
and exploring various solutions both in the initial solution phase and in the generation phase.190

As the summary in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 shows, there is no decision support tool available
which does resource scheduling for the MtA sectors as a unified system and allows for compar-
ing the optimal schedule of multiple levels of prefabrication. Scheduling a unified MtA system
presents additional challenges of size, which is larger than the capabilities of the existing algo-
rithms. In this paper, an integrated MtA system is modelled as a REFJSS problem with arbitrary195
precedence relations. A multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (GA) is developed to solve the REFJSS
problem with the objective of minimising makespan and cost while maximising safety. Safety can
be maximised by minimising the number of on-site workers on congested construction sites. The
output of this GA-based REFJSS model provides an optimal allocation of resources on operations
in a unified MtA system.200

3. Problem Description

In a unified MtA system of a prefabricated construction project, a number of different
components are (semi-)prefabricated in a factory, transported to the site and assembled on-site ac-
cording to the project’s planning horizon H. These components are produced using a combination
of resources. The production of the required number of each component is called a job. In the205
manufacturing industry, product orders are released in a cyclic manner (cyclic jobs) and delivered
in batches according to the horizon of the project. An example is shown in FIGURE 2 illustrating
the prefabrication process for building a 3m run of a precast component. This component is made
of two precast units type 1 and one precast unit type 2 using steel moulds and prefabrication cages.
Details of the manufacturing and assembly lines are shown in TABLEs 1 and 2. The manufacturing210
line is similar to a FSS problem; the assembly line is equivalent to a FJSS problem. A job is made
of a set of tasks linked by precedence constraints and executed by a subset of resources. The set-up
and processing times of each operation corresponding to each resource and the demand sizes for
the project are stated in TABLEs 1 and 2.

In a unified MtA system, operations have arbitrary precedence relations which can be repre-215
sented in a directed graph as illustrated in FIGURE 3. Here, independent sequences of operations
feed into an "assembling" operation, whereas a "disassembling" operation describes the process
of any operation splitting into a number of mutually independent sequences [22]. This kind of
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FIGURE 2 : An Example of Cyclic Jobs in a Manufacturing Line

TABLE 1 : Manufacturing Line for Building a 3m run of a Precast Component Formed from Two Precast Unit Type
1 and One Precast Unit Type 2 using Steel Moulds and Prefabrication Cages

Resources

Demand Tasks Operations Factory Overhead (FO) Fixing Gang (FG) Joinery Gang (JG) Operative Gang (OG) Concrete Gang (CG)
Processing Time

2 Precast Unit Type 1 1: Build Reinforcement Cage 8.5 8.5 - - -
2: Mould Preparation and Assembly 10.5 - 10.5 - -
3: Embedments (Bottom) 1.5 - - 1.5 -
4: Place Reinforcement 2 2 - - -
5: Embedments (Top) 1.5 - - 1.5 -
6: Concrete Placement 2 - - - 2
7: Concrete Curing 3.5 - - - -
8: De-Moulding 2 - - - 2

Cost per hour £318 £50 £50 £34 £44

Resources

Demand Tasks Operations Factory Overhead (FO) Fixing Gang (FG) Joinery Gang (JG) Operative Gang (OG) Concrete Gang (CG)
Processing Time

1 Precast Unit Type 2 9: Build Reinforcement Cage 4.25 4.25 - - -
10: Mould Preparation and Assembly 5.25 - 5.25 - -
11: Embedments (Bottom) 0.75 - - 0.75 -
12: Place Reinforcement 1 1 - - -
13: Embedments (Top) 0.75 - - 0.75 -
14: Concrete Placement 1 - - - 1
15: Concrete Curing 1.75 - - - -
16: De-Moulding 1 - - - 1

Cost per hour £318 £50 £50 £34 £44

Operation Dependencies for Manufacturing Two Type of Precast Units
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TABLE 2 : Assembly Line for Building a 3m run of a Precast Component with the Set up and Processing Time
Possibilities

Resources

Tasks Operations Operative Gangs (OGs) Concrete Gang (CG) Precast Gang (PG) Joinery Gang (JG) Excavators (E) Crane (C) 1 Pump (P) OR Skip (S)
(Set-up Time, Processing Time)

Precast Component 1: Ground Preparation (0,8.5) - - - (0,8.5) - -
2: Concreting Blinding - (0,1.5) - - - - (0,1.5) OR (0,1.5)
3: Landing Precast Unit Type 1 - - (0,0.5) - - (20,0.5) -
4: Landing Precast Unit Type 1 - - (0,0.5) - - (0,0.5) -
5: Cast Centre Joint - (0,6) - - - - (0,6) OR (0,6)
6: Soffit Formwork - - - (0,6.5) - (0,6.5) -
7: Landing Precast Unit Type 2 - - (0,0.5) - - (0,0.5) -
8: Casting Joints - (0,2) - - - - (0,2) OR (0,2)

Cost per hour £219.84 £109.92 £87 £256.72 £75 £50 £14 OR £63
On-off cost £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £20000 £151 OR 0

Operation dependencies for the assembling line

problem is an extension of a FJSS problem with a set of operations with arbitrary precedence rela-
tions. Applying a GA-based optimisation method to this type of problem will return a good result220
quickly.

FIGURE 3 : A Representation of Operation Dependencies in a Unified MtA System

The multiple input, output, and optimisation process overview of a unified MtA system in
a multi-objective DfMA project is summarised in TABLE 3. Scheduling a unified MtA system
requires specifying the following inputs for different sectors (manufacturing, transportation and
assembly) in a construction project:225

• a list of product types, weights and quantities;

• a list of operations that have an effect on the overall project finish date;
8



• a list of available resources for each operation in the project;

• an estimation of completion time and cost for each operation using specific resources;

• the operation dependencies and strategies (e.g., predecessor or successor) in the MtA230
sectors for different product types and different levels of prefabrication.

In precast construction projects, the deliveries are based on the assembly strategies and the
transportation options (road, rail and sea) considering the weight and size limitations. Late deliv-
eries will cause penalties and early deliveries will contribute to holding costs. The project horizon
H can be divided into short periods with a number of shipments from one sector to another (e.g.,235
manufacturing sector to the transportation sector to the assembly line). Each prefabrication method
may require a different set of resources as well as different delivery and assembly strategies. Thus,
the precedence relation of the operations between the MtA sectors differs according to the selected
prefabrication method.
Considering a unified MtA system for optimisation, the following assumptions are made:240

• All resources are available and can be set up to process more than one type of operation
(non-identical resources).

• Operations can start at different times during the project’s planning horizon.

• Setting up times of resources are considered.

• Resources and operations are independent from each other.245

• The order of operations is predefined and fixed (precedence relations).

• A resource (or machinery) can execute one operation at a time (resources constraints).

• A started operation cannot be interrupted during its processing time on a given resource
(or machinery). Thus, preemption of operations is not allowed.

• A number of non-identical resources are available in all MtA sectors. These can be used250
simultaneously to process similar operations.

• Actual/fixed start dates, early start dates, and late finish dates are specified for all opera-
tions.

• Projects’ due dates are identified.

TABLE 3 : Overview of Multiple Input and Output for the Optimisation Process in the Manufacturing, transportation
and Assembly (MtA) Sectors
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t Scheduling:

Types, weights, quantities Model formulation Costing the project
Resource assignment

Operations in MtA sectors Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm Operation sequencing/planning
Timing the operations using the resources

Required resources for MtA sectors Evaluation
for each operation

Operation durations
using different resources

Operation costs
using different resources

Operation dependencies and strategies
in MtA sectors
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• Any operation can be executed by a combination of more than one resource at a time.255

• Any resource can process only one operation simultaneously.

• Product orders are released in the specified cyclic manner.

Based on these assumptions, the unified MtA system is considered to be a REFJSS problem
and is modelled with the objectives of minimising time and cost while maximising safety. The
mathematical description is presented in Section 4.260

4. Problem Formulation

A FJSS problem is considered consisting of a set of machines M = M1,M2, . . . ,Mm avail-
able in the factory, where some machines might be identical or able to process the same operation
but with a different processing time. The MtA line of each precast element consists of a chain of
different operations Oh. Each operation can make use of a number of alternative machines. One265
machine can process only one operation at a time. The sequence of operations from one precast
element to another can be the same with different processing times. The processing time Pi of each
operation Oh performed by machine i is known.

The known cost of Oh by machine i is Costih. Due to the size and weight of the precast
elements, it is assumed that no buffer space for storing precast elements exists between operating270
machines (hold-while-wait constraint). The objective function can be described by minimising the
makespan of the schedule f1 and the total project cost f2. The total project cost f2 is calculated
based on the process time Psih of Oh on the selected machine i and the hourly rate of the machines
Costi jh. The starting time of operation Oh is th. The number of operations assigned to machine
i is ki and the starting time of Oh performed by machine i in priority k is T mik. The challenge275
is to determine both the assignment of machines and the sequence of operations on all the ma-
chines to minimise the objectives. TABLE 4 presents the notations, the MILP formulation for the
generalised REFJSS and the assumptions.

The multi-objective assignment problem is optimised subject to a set of constraints. Con-
straint (1) determines the makespan. Constraint (2) estimates the processing time of O jh on the280
selected machine i. Constraint (3) ensures a specified operation sequence. Each machine is only
able to process one operation at a time (see constraint (4)). Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that
each operation O jh starts after its assigned machine is available and the previous operation O jh−1
is completed. Constraint (7) specifies the suitable machines for each operation. Constraint (8) as-
signs each operation to machines and identifies the sequence of operations on the machines. Each285
operation can be performed on one machine only with the priorities defined in constraints (8), (9),
and (10). As the FJSS problem is NP-hard, solving the above model, which is an extended FJSS
problem, is also NP-hard. In the next section, a multi-objective GA is presented for solving the
problem efficiently.
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TABLE 4 : MILP Formulation for the Generalised REFJSS and the Assumptions

Indices

m Total number of independent machines
i Machine index where i = {1,2, . . . ,m}
n Total number of independent operations
h Operation index where h = {1,2, . . . ,n}
k A set of operations assigned to each machine where k = {1,2, . . . ,ki}
Sets

M A set of machines M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm}
Parameters

ki The number of assigned operations to machine i
aih Describes the capable machine set Mh for operation Oh where

aih ∈ {0,1}=

{
1, if machine i is capable of performing operation Oh

0, otherwise
pih Processing time of Oh if performed on machine i
Costih Cost of Oh if performed on machine i
L A large number
Decision Variables

Cmax Maximum completion time of a schedule

yih yih ∈ {0,1}=

{
1, if machine i is selected for performing operation Oh

0, otherwise

xihk xihk ∈ {0,1}=

{
1, if operation Oh is performed on machine i in priority k
0, otherwise

th The start time for processing Oh
T mik The start of working time for machine i in priority k
ki The number of assigned operations to machine i
Ps jh Processing time of operation O jh after selecting a machine
Objective

Minimize ( f1 =Cmax, f2 = ∑i yih× pih×Costih)
Subject to

(1) Cmax ≥ th +Psh
(2) ∑i yih× pih = Psh
(3) th +Psh ≤ th+1 where h = {1,2, . . . ,n−1}
(4) T mik +Psh× xihk ≤ T mik+1 where k = {1,2, . . . ,ki−1}
(5) T mik ≤ th +(1− xihk)×L
(6) T mik +(1− xihk)×L≥ th +Psh
(7) yih ≤ aih
(8) ∑ j ∑h xihk = 1
(9) ∑i yih = 1
(10) ∑k xihk = yih
(11) th ≥ 0
(12) Psh ≥ 0
(13) T mik ≥ 0

5. Genetic Algorithm for REFJSS290

A GA mimics the natural process of evolution over a period of time. It uses string coding
of variables (chromosome encoding), randomly generates a set of possible solutions (initial pop-
ulation) to the problem, ranks possible solutions of the population (generation) after calculating
the fitness function for each one (chromosome evaluation), keeps the best solutions and uses these
to generate new possible solutions (genetic operators). A GA iteratively applies genetic operators295
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(such as crossovers and mutations) to change the current population to a new population. By re-
peating chromosome evaluation and applying genetic operators, either an acceptable solution will
be found or the GA will iterate a given number of cycles.

The critical elements of GAs are the chromosome definition, the design of genetic opera-
tors, and the mechanism for population management to decide which chromosomes are selected300
in each population for applying the genetic operators. Also, a fitness function is defined in GAs to
measure the quality of each chromosome. After randomly choosing two chromosomes (parent set),
a crossover operator (or marriage) combines the genes of the parent set to generate off-springs. The
chromosomes with lower fitness value are then replaced with off-springs generated from crossover
of more fit chromosomes. To avoid local optima during the search process, a mutation operator305
makes a perturbation to the genes of off-springs. The chromosome encoding and decoding method,
objective function, initial population generation, genetic operators of the proposed GA for solving
REFJSS problems are presented in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

5.1. Chromosome Encoding and Decoding
A new modified encoding scheme based on the work by Falkenauer and Bouffoix [33] is310

described and utilised in this paper. A chromosome/solution is composed of a number of sub-
strings corresponding to the number of resources. Each sub-string represents the sequence of the
operations processed on a resource. FIGURE 3 shows an example of a unified MtA system which is
an extended FJSS problem with 26 operations and 4 non-identical resources (G, C, S, and T). Two
Gangs (G) are available during the horizon of this project. Some operations require a combination315
of different resources to be executed. For instance, operation ID 1 can be executed using one
Gang (G) while operation ID 3 needs to be executed using three resources (G, C, and T) at the
same time. The processing time of each operation corresponding to the resources is presented in
FIGURE 3. The chromosome structure for the assignment and sequencing of the initial solution is
illustrated in FIGURE 4. The length of the chromosome is the sum of assigned operations to all320
resources/machines (∑m

i=1 ki). In this example, the length of the chromosome is 52.

FIGURE 4 : The Chromosome Structure for the Assignment and Sequencing of the Initial Solution for Example in
FIGURE 3

In the presentation of FIGURE 4, a chromosome is composed of five sub-strings, one for
each resource (C,G[1],G[2],S,T) - and a sub-string (O16,O17,O3,O4,O10,O11) represents the se-
quences of the operations processed on resource T. A feasible solution must meet the precedence
relations shown in FIGURE 3. Thus, operation 3 must be processed before operation 4, opera-325
tion 10 must be processes before operation 11, and operation 16 must be processes before opera-
tion 17. All predecessor operations of each operation have to be completed before this operation
can start. Any solution that does not satisfy the predecessor-successor relations is not feasible.
Unlike the method proposed by Falkenauer and Bouffoix [33], the assignment of operations to
resources is based on the precedence relations for generating the initial population. Hence, only330
feasible schedules are produced for the initial population. As shown in FIGURE 5, operations
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without any predecessors or with completed predecessors are added to a list called "ready for pro-
cess". An operation is randomly selected from the "ready for process" operation list for resource
assignment. The available resources that are suitable to execute the selected operation are identi-
fied with one of them being assigned. Operations that require more than one resource are added to335
a "simultaneous" list. The same sequential steps applied to the "ready for process" operation list
are followed here until all the operations are assigned to their required set of resources.

FIGURE 5 : Chromosome Encoding Procedure

The decoding method by Falkenauer and Bouffoix [33] is adopted to achieve feasible so-
lutions. In this method, operations are selected based on their sequence in each sub-string and
scheduled sequentially at the earliest possible time by considering the precedence relations. The340
ones that do not satisfy the precedence relations are scheduled at a later time that satisfies the
predecessor constraints. The scheduling process also considers actual/fixed start dates, early start
dates, late finish dates, and a maximum number of on-site workers per day. In this way, infeasible
chromosomes are changed to feasible ones in the decoding process and, therefore, valid solutions
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are created. It is evident that the operations which require more than one resource can only be345
processed when all the required resources are available.

5.2. Objective Functions
The evaluation criteria for prefabrication are cost, time and safety. The dominate objective

function is minimising the completion time of a project f1. The second objective function is
minimising the total project cost f2 while utilising resource allocation. The number of workers on350
the construction site has a significant impact on safety in precast construction projects as mentioned
earlier. Hence, the number of on-site workers per day is constrained. The two objective functions
f1 and f2 are computed for all chromosomes in each generation. The chromosomes are then
ranked according to f1. Solutions with identical completion times are ordered according to their
total project cost f2.355

5.3. Generating Initial Population Subject to Objective Functions
The overall structure of the proposed GA is shown in FIGURE 6. Firstly, an initial pop-

ulation is generated of N feasible chromosomes. These chromosomes are then ranked according
to the evaluation criteria (see Section 5.2). A number of the fittest chromosomes are preserved
and transferred into the next generation. The preserved chromosomes remain eligible for selection360
as parents when breeding the remainder of the next generation. At each step, the crossover and
mutation operators define new chromosomes by preserving the assignment property of the par-
ent chromosome/s and changing the sequence of operations in the set of operations assigned to
resources (see FIGUREs 7 and 8).

5.4. Genetic Operators365

As mentioned, a number of genetic operators such as the crossover, mutation and migration
operators are applied here. The resource based crossover operator proposed by Qing-dao-er-ji and
Wang [34] is used in this paper. An example is given in FIGURE 7: Suppose parent 1 and parent
2 are selected to create two offsprings, the crossover operator randomly divides the sub-strings of
the parents into two resource based sets and swaps the genes in the sub-strings of each set. Hence,370
the children inherit the sequence of operations processed on resources from their parents. After
applying the crossover operator to parent 1 and parent 2, it can be seen in FIGURE 7 that child
1 inherits the operation sets (with the same order) of resource C and resource G[1] from parent 1
while resource G[2], resource S and resource T obtained the operation sets (with the same order)
from parent 2. The symmetric process is applied to create child 2. The new children that are375
created using the crossover operator will be then decoded to get a feasible schedule.
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FIGURE 6 : The GA Assignment and Sequencing Procedures: (a) Overall Algorithm, (b) Parameter Initialisation, (c)
Generating the Initial Population and (d) Sub-Sequential Iteration Algorithm
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FIGURE 7 : Crossover Operator

The mutation operator by Qing-dao-er-ji and Wang [34] is adopted to get a feasible sched-
ule. First, A single chromosome is chosen to create a new offspring. Then, the mutation opera-
tor randomly selects a sub-string from the selected chromosome and changes the position of two
operations within the sub-string of the parent chromosome considering the precedence relations380
(see FIGURE 8). This operator preserves the assignment property of the parent chromosome and
changes the sequence of operations. The new child will be then decoded to get a feasible schedule.

FIGURE 8 : Mutation Operator

The migration operator generates a number of new chromosomes as explained in Sec-
tion 5.3.

The genetic operators can be stopped by the user, if an acceptable solution which satisfies385
the total project’s time and the project’s cost is found. In this case, the corresponding schedule
including the utilised number of on-site workers over time are reported as the output. Otherwise,
the algorithm will continue searching for a better solution.

6. Case Studies

To assess the performance of the developed GA, a solution for a number of precast con-390
struction scenarios has been determined. Our GA-based algorithm is applied to

1. a FSS and FJSS problem presented in TABLEs 1 and 2: The FSS problem consists of
two cyclic jobs using 5 machines (FO, FG, JG, OG, and CG) and 8 operations for each
job. The FJSS problem is made of one job using 9 machines (2×OG, CG, PG, JG, E, C, P,
and S) and 8 operations.395
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2. an extended FJSS problem shown in FIGURE 3: This scenario is made of 5 machines
(2×G, C, S, and T) and 26 operations.

3. a number of FJSS benchmarking problems from the literature: Solutions to several sets
of FJSS problem instances designed by Fattahi et al. [26] and Brandimarte [25] have
been reproduced. The data sets consist of 10 small problems, 10 medium problems and400
10 large problems. The small problems are composed of 2-4 jobs using 2-5 machines
and performing 2-5 operations for each job. The medium problems consist of 5-12 jobs,
6-8 available machines and 3-4 operations for each job. The large problems have 10-20
jobs using 4-15 machines and executing 5-15 operations for each job.

A list of algorithm parameter values for having the least computational demand is reported below:405

Population Size for the FSS, FJSS and extended FJSS instances: 10
Population Size for Small and Medium Size Benchmarking Instances: 100
Population Size for Large Size Benchmarking Instances: 5000
Previous Iteration Rate: 60%410
Crossover Probabilities: 23%
Mutation Probabilities: 10%
Migration Probabilities: 7%

The population size of 100 is used in this paper for running the small and medium size instances415
based on the study by Roeva et al. [35]. Looking at TABLE 6, the best makespan for large size
instances is achieved by the GA-based work of Pezzella et al. [36]. Hence, the same population size
of 5000 is used here for these large size instances. The listed crossover, mutation and migration
values are found most effective from computational experiments.

The results for the FSS and FJSS problems are reported in FIGUREs 9 and 10. The re-420
sults calculated by the GA-based algorithm are identical to the actual manufacturing and assembly
schedules.

In FIGUREs 11, the results of the conceptual exercise of a unified MtA system shown in
FIGURE 3)is illustrated using the proposed GA-based algorithm. It can be seen that the proposed
algorithm is capable of solving extended FJSS problems which have higher degree of flexibility to425
capture real world scenarios.

TABLE 5 summarises the results obtained by the developed GA in comparison with re-
sults from the literature with respect to small and medium size instances. Starting from the left,
the columns specify the instance name, the number of jobs (n), the number of machines (m)
for each example, and the Lower Bound (LB). In the eighth column, the best makespan gained430
within ten minutes time using the developed GA is shown. These results can be directly com-
pared to the MILP results of the work by Fattahi et al. [26], Ozguven et al. (OOY) [27], Birgin
et al. [22], and Behnke and Geiger(BG) [28]. TABLE 5 also shows the results using the Con-
straint Programming (CP) model by Behnke and Geiger [28] as well as the tabu and annealing
algorithms. The last two columns present the relative deviation (dev) of the best known solu-435
tion by other heuristics and MILPs to our GA algorithm. The relative deviation is defined as
dev = [(MKbest −MKGA)/MKbest ]× 100%, where MKbest is the best makeapan gained by other
algorithms and MKGA is the makespan achieved by the developed GA. In comparison to current
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available heuristic algorithms, TABLE 5 shows that our GA performs well for small problems and
outperforms by +9.41% for medium instances. However, our GA deviates by −6.67% in medium440
instances from an exact solution determined by MILPs.
With regards to the 10 large FJSS problem instances by Brandimarte [25], TABLE 6 presents our
results compared to the results by the tabu algorithms reported by Brandimarte [25] and Mas-
trolilli and Gambardella (MG) [37] (MG), the results by the CP model presented by Behnke and
Geiger [28], and the results by the GA algorithms proposed by Pezzella et al. [36], Chen et al. [38],445
Jia et al. [39] and Ho and Tay (HT) [40] using Composite Dispatching Rules (CDRs). The ar-
rangement of the data in TABLE 6 is equivalent to TABLE 5. In summary, our proposed algorithm
underperforms on average of about 15% in comparison to current available algorithms. The pro-
posed structure for a chromosome allows having a set of operations with arbitrary relations and,
therefore, is able to solve complex extended FJSS problems. However, it requires more time for450
finding a good solution compared to available non-exact methods for solving FJSS problems. It
should be considered that reported results are returned within ten minutes. Thus, the proposed
algorithm has a higher degree of flexibility to capture real world scenarios in comparison to other
non-exact algorithms.

7. Conclusions and Future Work455

This paper contributes to the development of a heuristic method for the holistic Manufac-
turing, transportation and Assembly (MtA) resource scheduling problem. The holistic/unified MtA
system of precast construction projects is defined like a Resource-constrained Extended Flexible
Job Shop Scheduling (REFJSS) problem. A multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been de-
veloped to optimise cost and time associated in different precast construction techniques. Hence,460
it allows constraining the number of on-site workforce per day from congested construction site.
Using this multi-objective GA-based optimisation model, the most advantageous solution for dif-
ferent levels of prefabrication is determined and compared with respect to overall time and cost.
The performance of the developed algorithm was evaluated using results of 30 small, medium
and large problem instances reported in the literature. It can be concluded that our GA algorithm465
outperforms available heuristics in small and medium size instances. However, this GA-based al-
gorithm requires further improvements to outperform the current available scheduling algorithms
in large size FJSS instances. However, the developed algorithm has a higher degree of flexibility
to capture real world scenarios in comparison to other algorithms. The proposed model is capable
of solving complex extended FJSS problems with arbitrary precedence relationships among their470
operations. The optimisation architecture explored in this paper allows introducing further objec-
tives that are essential to be optimised as part of future work.
In future work, the proposed model will be combined with exact models. Hence, the flexibility of
the presented GA-based algorithm will remain; at the same time, the performance with respect to
large size FJSS instances might improve. Also, a Pareto frontier based on the non-dominant ob-475
jective functions will be calculated to solve complex extended FJSS problems using the proposed
method.
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FIGURE 9 : Schedule obtained for the Manufacturing Line in TABLE 1 using the Proposed GA-based Algorithm
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FIGURE 10 : Schedule obtained for the Assembly Line in TABLE 2 using the Proposed GA-based Algorithm
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FIGURE 11 : Schedule obtained for the Conceptual Exercise of a Unified MtA System in FIGURE 3 using the
Proposed GA-based Algorithm
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TABLE 5 : Comparison of the Developed GA with other Algorithms on 10 Small-sized Flexible Job Shop Scheduling (FJSS) Problem Instances and 10 Medium-
sized FJSS Problem Instances from Fattahi et al. [21]

Instance GA MILP CP Tabu Annealing Heuristic Best Solution

Name n m h jmin−h jmax meq proc LB Fattahi et al. [26] OOY [27] Birgin et al. [22] BG [28] dev (%) dev (%)
SFJS1 2 2 2−2 2 24−65 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 0% 0%
SFJS2 2 2 2−2 2 21−71 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 107 0% 0%
SFJS3 3 2 2−2 2 43−135 212 221 221 221 221 221 221 221 0% 0%
SFJS4 3 2 2−2 2 54−152 331 355 355 355 355 355 390 355 0% 0%
SFJS5 3 2 2−2 2 21−71 107 119 119 119 119 119 137 119 0% 0%
SFJS6 3 3 3−3 3 17−170 310 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 0% 0%
SFJS7 3 5 3−3 3 62−214 397 397 397 397 397 397 397 397 0% 0%
SFJS8 3 4 3−3 3 24−65 216 253 253 253 253 253 253 253 0% 0%
SFJS9 3 3 3−3 3 17−100 210 210 210 210 210 210 215 215 0% 0%

SFJS10 4 5 3−3 3 62−214 427 516 516 516 516 516 617 516 0% 0%
Average performance 0% 0%

MFJS1 5 6 3−3 3 47−214 396 468 470 468 468 468 548 488 +4.09% 0%
MFJS2 5 7 3−3 3 47−214 396 459 484 446 446 446 457 478 +4.15% −2.91%
MFJS3 6 7 3−3 3 62−320 396 466 564 466 466 466 606 599 +22.20% 0%
MFJS4 7 7 3−3 3 62−247 496 569 684 564 554 554 870 703 +19.06% −2.70%
MFJS5 7 7 3−3 3 62−250 414 539 696 514 514 514 729 674 +20.02% −4.86%
MFJS6 8 7 3−3 3 62−320 469 708 786 635 634 634 816 856 +13.23% −11.67%
MFJS7 8 7 2−3 4 47−250 619 965 1433 935 879 931 1048 1066 +1.91% −9.78%
MFJS8 9 8 2−3 4 40−257 619 992 1914 905 884 884 1220 1328 +18.68% −12.21%
MFJS9 11 8 2−5 4 40−268 764 1169 2908 1192 1037 1070 1124 1148 −4.00% −9.25%

MFJS10 12 8 2−5 4 40−357 944 1369 4960 1276 1251 1208 1737 1546 +11.44% −13.32%
Average performance +11.08% −6.67%

n: number of jobs;
m: number of machines/resources;
h jmin−h jmax: minimum and maximum number of operations per job;
meq: maximum number of equivalent machines/resource per operation;
proc: minimum and maximum processing time per operation;
LB: Lower Bounds;
MILP: Mixed Integer Linear Programming;
GA: Genetic Algorithm;
OOY: Ozguven, Ozbakir and Yavuz;
CP: Constraint Programming;
BG: Behnke and Geiger;
dev: deviation.
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TABLE 6 : Comparison of the Developed GA with other Algorithms on 10 Flexible Job Shop Scheduling (FJSS) Problem Instances from Brandimarte [25]

Instance GA Tabu CP GA GA

Name n m h jmin−h jmax meq proc LB Brandimarte [25] MG [37] BG [28] Pezzella et al. [36] Chen et al. [38] Jia et al. [39] HT [40] dev (%) dev (%)
Mk01 10 6 5−7 3 1−7 36 43 42 40 40 40 40 40 41 −7.5% −7.5%
Mk02 10 6 5−7 6 1−7 24 29 32 26 27 26 29 28 29 −11.53% −11.53%
Mk03 15 8 10−10 5 1−20 196 196 211 204 204 204 204 204 204 +3.92% +3.92%
Mk04 15 8 3−10 3 1−10 48 70 81 60 60 60 63 61 67 −16.67% −16.67%
Mk05 15 4 5−10 2 5−10 168 176 186 173 174 173 181 176 176 −1.73% −1.73%
Mk06 10 15 15−15 5 1−10 33 81 86 58 59 63 60 62 68 −35% −44.64%
Mk07 20 5 5−5 5 1−20 133 153 157 144 143 139 148 145 148 −10.07% −10.07%
Mk08 20 10 5−15 2 5−20 523 545 523 523 523 523 523 523 523 −4.20% −4.20%
Mk09 20 10 10−15 5 5−20 299 375 369 307 307 311 308 310 328 −22.07% −22.14%
Mk10 20 15 10−15 5 5−20 165 287 296 198 214 212 212 216 231 −35.37% −44.94%

Average performance −14.02% −15.95%

n: number of jobs;
m: number of machines/resources;
h jmin−h jmax: minimum and maximum number of operations per job;
meq: maximum number of equivalent machines/resource per operation;
proc: minimum and maximum processing time per operation;
LB: Lower Bounds;
GA: Genetic Algorithm;
CP: Constraint Programming;
MG: Mastrolilli and Gambardella;
BG: Behnke and Geiger;
HT: Ho and Tay;
GA dev: deviation from the best makespan obtained by other GAs;
dev: deviation.
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